ABSTRACT Data-driven visualization techniques can be utilized to enhance the literature review process across different disciplines. In our work, 910 articles were retrieved using keyword search from bibliographic databases of two different disciplines (computer science: DBLP and medicine: MEDLINE) between 2001 and 2016. These articles' titles were processed using dynamic latent Dirichlet allocation to generate a set of themes/topics, which were subsequently classified and assigned to regions in a spatiotemporal geographical map. Resulting data visualizations from both repositories were manually reviewed by independent annotators. The results from the DBLP and MEDLINE were comparable and, taken together, suggest potential benefits of increased future interaction amongst multidisciplinary fields. Our findings indicate that spiral timeline maps have the potential to help researchers acquire or compare knowledge efficiently without prior domain knowledge.
I. INTRODUCTION
Biomedical literature reviews allow investigators to quickly and easily familiarize themselves with a new area of study. For example, using literature data to track past trends in public health informatics can lead to a better understanding of epidemiological factors and circumstances. However, current methods for conducting literature reviews primarily employ manual review for the full range of required tasks (including content analytics, Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) indexing, paper selection, and information retrieval) making these reviews labor-intensive to perform.
Multiple visualization tools [1] - [5] already exist for creating timelines (or storylines) of literature to help new investigators rapidly acquire knowledge of a topic in a field. A disadvantage of many storyline mining approaches is their inability to clearly display complex narratives. A timeline makes it possible to construct a dynamic chronological tracking model of literary narratives in an evolving field. However, existing timelines are mostly constructed as static straight lines, potentially making it difficult to present several themes and theme words simultaneously in chronological order.
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We previously developed a supervised method (called the regional classifier [6] ) to visualize research theme words under different themes in a timeline map to show chronological development of the focused research topics. When combined with a geographical map, timelines can depict temporal patterns of events with respect to their spatial attributes. The classifier partitions theme words pretreated by semantic analysis tools into a real map such that words appearing in the same time period appear in the same region. The resulting visual displays were similar when starting with a specific research subject as when starting with a well-known scholar of that subject, suggesting that both strategies are equally viable starting points for researchers new to a particular field.
In this study, we apply an optimized version of the classifier to investigate survey-and questionnaire-related studies, which are widely used in multidisciplinary research including public health, medicine, and computer science. Thus, a literature review on questionnaire-related studies is an interdisciplinary study. The relevant studies in the field of computer science were collected from the Computer Science Bibliography (DBLP). DBLP can be accessed at https:// dblp.uni-trier.de. A parallel comparison was conducted on PubMed/MEDLINE. The aim of this study was to elicit a comparison of research and technology development across VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ the two disciplines (i.e., medicine and computer science) specifically related to surveys and questionnaires.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
This section describes the regional classifier (Section II.A) and presents an enhanced literature review process incorporating the regional classifier as well as the regional classifiers validation (Section II.B).
A. THE REGIONAL CLASSIFIER
We propose utilizing timeline maps combined with dynamic Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [7] and the direct grid method [8] to produce a regional classifier [6] . A literature review is a process of exploring one or more research themes that appeared in publications of a specific area. A research theme (e.g., technology development and application scenario) can be expressed as a small set of words attributable to this theme. The evolution of each theme may be expressed visually in the relationships (or patterns) among relationships and patterns among publications over time via a timeline. We define these relationships as follows.
Definition 1 (Timeline Map [5] , [6] ): A timeline map T is a pair (G, ), where G = (V , e) is a directed graph and is a set of paths (research paths) to be built along the timeline in G. In our previous work, we used a logarithmic spiral γ = a · e bθ as the timeline (Figure 1a) , where the radius γ is a monotonic continuous function of the angle θ , and a, b are arbitrary positive real constants. It is easy to cut equal points on a logarithmic spiral timeline based on the same angle measure in degrees (e.g., 75 • ). Thus, the classification problem is converted since each aliquot point is relaxed to an area (Figure 1b) .
Definition 2 (Regional Classifier [6] ): A regional classifier is a classifier which assigns theme words in the same time period to their corresponding regions in a spiral geographical map.
We envision that researchers may have their own preferences regarding the shape of connectivity of research paths. To meet this need, we can reassign time periods to different regions on the map learned from different shape definition. For example, Figure 1c which uses the lemniscate (i.e., an infinity symbol ∞) displays in a different chronological order compared to the spiral.
B. STEPS IN THE LITERATURE REVIEW PROCESS
We adapted the four steps (literature search, classifier use, annotation studies, and literature review; see the Figure 5 ) of developing a data-driven literature review for questionnairebased studies in the disciplines of computer science and medicine using DBLP and MEDLINE.
1) LITERATURE SEARCH
We conducted a semi-structured search of DBLP and MEDLINE using grouped search terms designed for maximal retrieval of relevant studies. DBLP's search used the terms ''survey'' and ''questionnaire data'' to identify a total of 437 records from DBLP. MEDLINE's search used three MeSH terms (''questionnaires,'' ''epidemiology,'' and ''epidemiologic methods'') with filter conditions set to exclude articles related to clinical trials and reviews (as neither type is likely to describe novel methods). The results were limited to articles written in English and published between 2001 and 2016. After excluding eight duplicate records, 429 and 481 paper titles were included in this study in the DBLP and MEDLINE datasets, respectively.
2) CLASSIFIER USE
While the regional classifier can be applied to any part of a scientific paper (e.g., titles, abstracts, methods, results, or the whole article), we use article titles for simplifying evaluation. We assumed each title conveyed the major themes of the reported study. The LDA part of our classifier retrieves themes from article titles expressed as a bag of words. We also incorporated external words to improve coherence of LDA by building a Markov Random Field on the latent topic layer of LDA to encourage words labeled as similar to share the same topic label. For example, given a set of titles related to the word ''association,'' the sense of this word can be ambiguous, referring either to an organizational relationship or an analytical method. The target meaning can be disambiguated by considering nearby words; for example, ''association'' accompanied by words such as ''rule'' or ''analysis'' would likely imply an analytical method. The regional classifier generated a fixed number of theme words for each dataset. These words were partitioned into regions on the map corresponding to the year they first appeared. We then connected words according to their themes to form research paths. To track the words related to a specific theme, we considered only a word's first appearance to track the introduction of new technologies; using high-frequency words is another possible (and valid) choice that may be useful in tracking the hype of new technologies.
We conducted a baseline comparison of the merits/ demerits of the different classifiers on the task of analyzing the evolution of ideas. For this analysis, we utilized support vector machines (SVM). To measure the accuracy of SVM classifiers, our target is the years labeled on all the theme words produced by the dynamic LDA model on the DBLP dataset. The task involved the following steps: 1) constructing a ''the number of theme words × year'' matrix with the 90598 VOLUME 7, 2019 row that labels one of words and column that labels each year from 2001 to 2016; 2) filling the matrix by calculating the number of occurrences of each keyword among all the keywords corresponding to a particular year (utilized as our training set); 3) using Pearson correlation to calculate each pair of words' similarity to extend the ''the number of theme words × year'' matrix into a ''the number of theme words × the number of theme words'' matrix; and 4) applying principal component analysis (PCA) decomposition to decrease the dimensionality into a ''the number of theme words × 2'' matrix with the two columns as the x-axis and y-axis, such that each keyword can be presented as a coordinate on a map. We assume that the coordinates of the entire map are in a certain range (e.g., [0, 250]), and put all the coordinates of the map into the test set. We implemented our SVM models in sci-kit learn using the Linearsvc and support vector classification (SVC) function to see the effect of different kernels (e.g., linear, polynomial, and radial basis function (RBF)) on the classification.
3) ANNOTATION STUDIES
Evaluating the classifier's results poses some significant challenges. For example, a map of the findings is more than just a set of lines; there is information in its structure as well. We used human annotators' judgments to assess the effectiveness of our classifier. Each map was manually reviewed by at least two annotators. There were three annotators with computer science backgrounds. They did not confer with each other or with the authors. To facilitate examination of inter-rater reliability, we asked annotators to evaluate the results using a list of guidelines that consider both the correctness and the generalizability of the classifier [6] : (1) a good research clue should contain as many research paths as possible; (2) each path should contain only one theme; (3) the information in one path should come from as many different articles as possible; (4) partial overlap is not allowed, as a keyword cannot belong to two paths; and (5) generalization is allowed, as keywords (and their linguistic variants) may describe the same person, fact, or event. The three annotators reviewed all article titles in each dataset to judge whether the maps covered the important concepts of each research topic. Our annotators then performed two tasks. First, they manually summarized differences between the maps produced by the classifier. Second, if a theme word (or the associated theme word) occurred in both datasets, the annotators labeled it with the year it first appeared in the other data set.
4) LITERATURE REVIEW
Full-text articles highlighted by the classifier's output were included in the review. These reviews were conducted in accordance with the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) statement. Two pairs of authors independently identified original articles based on the classifier's results. We assessed three sources of bias: performance bias, detection bias, and reporting bias, along with the use of intention-to-treat analysis. Discrepancies were rechecked by a third author and consensus achieved by discussion. Two pairs of authors independently identified a total of 60 full-text articles (55 from DBLP and 5 from MEDLINE) reporting technology development and medical applications for review based on classifier suggested articles corresponding to the oldest article within a new theme. Each pair of authors screened 30 articles. Figure 2 shows a total of five themes generated from 429 article titles extracted from DBLP using the terms ''survey'' and ''questionnaire data'' between 2001 and 2016. Figure 2 has a total of 150 theme words. We categorized the five themes into two groups based on interactions amongst these themes: technology development (RED LINE, KHAKI LINE, and GREEN LINE) and application scenario (PURPLE LINE and BLUE LINE).
III. RESULTS

A. ANNOTATION RESULTS FOR THE REGIONAL CLASSIFIER
First, the RED LINE is the main theme of technology development in computer science, with 55 theme words. The RED LINE can be observed transitioning from issues of digitizing questionnaire items (e.g., answer (2001) (2011)).
Third, the GREEN LINE (29 theme words) emphasizes issues related to survey studies in computer science. 41 .4% (n = 12) theme words regarding properties of computation (e.g., reflections (2001), credibility (2004), security (2007)) appeared only in DBLP.
Fourth, the PURPLE LINE (33 theme words) indicates application scenarios unrelated to medical research, from which two theme words (i.e., physicians (2005) and medicine (2005)) are excluded according to the annotators' definition of this theme. These demonstrate that the application of technology to questionnaire-related studies has gained popularity across general science domains. These applications include the social sciences, education, production, employee or people satisfaction, and so on.
Finally, the BLUE LINE (34 theme words) diverged from the PURPLE LINE in 2005 with two theme words, ''physicians'' and ''medicine.'' The BLUE LINE indicates application scenarios in medicine and clinical research, which have experienced increased growth rates beginning in 2013. Figure 3 and Figure 4 provide a parallel comparison of DBLP and MEDLINE and were generated from 481 article titles. Figure 3 is based on all 43 theme words of Figure 2 . Open dots indicate theme words from MEDLINE labeled with the year of their first appearance. For words that appeared in MEDLINE earlier than in DBLP, the year of their first MEDLINE appearance is shown in parentheses. In Figure 4 , the annotators labeled in square brackets a total of 17 identical or similar theme words (among a total of 108) found in MEDLINE that also appear in DBLP, VOLUME 7, 2019 and further defined four themes: 1) application scenario in epidemiology (BLUE LINE) with 108 words, 2) medical focus (Subtheme 1) with 67 theme words, 3) lifestyle research (Subtheme 2) with 40 theme words, and 4) drug research (Subtheme 3) with seven theme words.
B. BASELINE CLASSIFIER COMPARISON
In sum, we collected 150 keywords on the DBLP dataset with the year in which they first appeared corresponding to five themes (see Figure 2 ) into a training set that was used as input into SVMs for baseline comparison. Figure 6 shows the best classification results for the 4 SVMs. Specifically, each region shown on the map (with random colors) denotes an aggregation of keywords with the same predicted year. We observed that 1) the keywords had a lot of overlap, 2) the contour lines of different classes of the predicted year was not apparent, 3) the distribution of Figure 6d (i.e., SVC with the polynomial kernel) is a diffuse annular extension from the center, which confirmed the reliability of the regional classifier. There are other examples (see BLUE LINE in Figure 2 & 4) indicating differences in technological solutions between the two disciplines. The first is the first appearance of ''eye,'' which occurred in MEDLINE in 2002 [11] and in DBLP in 2008 [12] . MEDLINE's ''eye'' involved questionnaire development, while DBLP's was about an application based on anthropometric and questionnaire data using support vector machines (SVMs) with eye fixations as features. The other is the theme word ''sleep''. DBLP's first occurrence was in 2016 [13] where the study integrated fuzzy set theory and decision trees to predict obstructive sleep apnea patterns, whereas insomnia [14] first appeared in MEDLINE in 2001 in a study involving telephone interviews.
IV. DISCUSSION
Over the last three decades, computer science and technology research has undergone two phases of development [15] . The first phase primarily involves studies of data collection methods, storage capacity and efficiency, and networking and communication by computing devices. Phase 2 is a modern descendant of the increasing power of data handling by more efficient and scalable tools, ranging from the study of information access, to knowledge discovery. The boundaries between these phases are fuzzy. Tracing this evolution may facilitate better understanding of the interaction between computer science and medical research and support more intentional acceleration of novel data technologies' adoption in medical research.
A. QUALITY OF EVIDENCE
The map's geometric shape represents relationships between papers in a way that captures developments in VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 4. Chronological tracking of four themes generated among 481 article titles extracted from MEDLINE using three MeSH terms, ''Questionnaires,'' ''Epidemiology,'' and ''Epidemiologic methods'', between 2001 and 2016. Words that are the same as or similar to theme words that can be found in DBLP are labeled in square brackets. specific themes. These intuitive representations make it easy to understand each theme's evolution. Although several annotators were needed to help evaluate the results, the classifier reduced the need for manual intervention, such as screening articles to avoid selection and attrition bias. Meanwhile, the annotators' workload was minimal; they were only required to review articles' titles and theme words produced by the classifier, and no prior knowledge of medicine was necessary. Our findings have the potential to help accelerate medical research by filtering relevant research ideas and to help users acquire knowledge more efficiently. Another important contribution is the ability to show chronological development of a selected research topic. . This represents two reversal processes, namely, from information to data in the field of information technology and from data to information in the field of data technology. Information technology is the process of producing data (via digitization and digital preservation), which stores information generated in the real world by human minds in digital form as data. Data technology is the process of analyzing data, which extracts useful information from data to support a wide range of applications.
The first phase of technology development in DBLP consisted of digitization of survey methods and data storage using information technology methods, which occurred between 2001 and 2006. Phase 1 in DBLP can be divided into three two-year periods: survey method digitization (2001) (2002) , questionnaire data preservation (2003) (2004) , and comparative analysis of computerized vs. paper-based survey databases (2005) (2006) . Survey method digitization is the conversion of traditional paper-based questionnaires into an electronic copy, such as by using a data matrix to store a questionnaire concerning employment, personal economics, computer skills, and disability level of handicapped computer specialists in Poland [16] . Although digitization is often seen as preservation, this is insufficient as file formats may not be readable in the future [17] . Preservation includes storage [18] , [19] , formatting [20] , and visualization issues of computer-based questionnaires [21] , that is, keeping information available and usable for future generations, requiring much more complex actions. Also, for digital materials (e.g., PDA [22] , Web-based [9] , touch screen [23] , mobile [24] , iPad [25] , smartphone [26] , and even stores in the cloud), there is a substantial difference between digitization and preservation. Notably, this phase was sparsely represented within MEDLINE.
The current phase of technology development in DBLP consists of questionnaire data analysis using data technology, which began in 2007. Phase 2 in DBLP can be further divided into 3 sub-phases. The earliest subphase, ending in 2008, involved automatically generating questionnaires, especially those involving a question bank and adaptive choice questions [27] . The second sub-phase involved analysis of a specific item within a questionnaire. Questionnaires [28] , [29] are instruments or procedures that ask one or more questions and can include items from five main categories: binary responses (e.g., agree/disagree), rating scales (e.g., Likert response scales), multiple or single selection, open-ended comments, and non-question components (e.g., invitation, introduction, closing). Questionnaire analysis can involve analyzing Likert scales [30] , [31] , text-mining open-ended answers [32] - [38] , handling missing data [39] - [42] , drawing inferences according to existing answers [43] , and cross-analyzing answers to obtain the psychology of audiences [36] , [44] . Starting in 2010, questionnaire data analysis began to focus on related factors from non-questionnaire data (e.g., image, voice) to questionnaire data [45] , [46] . The first two sub-phases involved conventional analyses that make it difficult to consider multiple data types simultaneously; the third sub-phase is questionnaire data mining. From a technical viewpoint, questionnaire analysis gradually progressed from conventional statistics to basic binary classification (e.g., SVMs [47] , naïve Bayes [13] , decision trees [48] , random forests [49] , [50] ), to text analytics (e.g., semantic [51] , ontology-driven [52] , [53] ) and, most recently, to data mining techniques (e.g., association rules [54] , [55] , clustering [56] , [57] ). We found that the analysis of innovation was concentrated between 2008 and 2009, converging with the computerization of questionnaires (whose keywords all appeared before 2007 and included ''interface'', ''surface'', ''structure'', ''offline'', ''seal'', ''concept-based'', ''components'', ''generation'', ''interact'', ''optimization'', ''imaging'', and ''computer-assisted'').
The quantity and complexity of today's questionnaire data raises a host of technical challenges not previously addressed within the studies identified as part of this literature review. For example, one challenge of analyzing heterogeneous data is to address the problem of composite hypotheses (e.g., normal, lognormal, Poisson) when integrating questionnaire data from multiple sources. However, traditional qualitative and quantitative methods are limited in their ability to cope with a multivariate explanation. Our classifier produced an intuitive representation of theme words that make it easy to understand this evolution.
C. APPLICATION SCENARIOS IN MEDICAL RESEARCH
DBLP literature covers a broad mix of research content, including: marketing [58] , online shopping [59] , service industries [60] , advertising [61] , online games [62] , and medicine [13] , [47] , [63] , [64] ). Epidemiologic methods cover numerous aspects of medicine (108 theme words in total), such as specific medical conditions, lifestyle research, and drug research, suggesting that the development of innovative research methods is critical to enhancing medical and public health research (Figure 4 ).
D. GENERALIZABILITY
Questionnaire-related studies are generalizable and exist in multiple domains including public health, medicine, and computer science. A literature review of questionnairerelated studies might involve a large quantity of articles. Our approach was able to enhance the literature review process by classifying, tracking, and visualizing research trends automatically. The regional classifier partitioned theme words preprocessed by semantic analysis tools into a real map such that words that appear in the same time frame also appear in the same region. The geometric shapes on the map represent relationships between articles in a way that captures the development of specific themes. The maps' intuitive representations made it easy to understand each theme's evolution. Although we required several annotators to help us evaluate the results, the classifier reduced the need for manual intervention, such as screening or reviewing articles to avoid selection and attrition bias. Meanwhile, the annotators' workload was minimal; they were only required to review the articles' titles and the theme words produced by the classifier and no prior domain knowledge was necessary.
The efficiency of the literature review process can be enhanced through the automatic reclassification of articles. For example, the regional classifier divided the theme ''application scenario in epidemiology'' into three subclasses ''research on medical specialists,'' ''lifestyle research,'' and ''drug research'' (Figure 4) . Such a reclassification based on an additional training dataset gave us a considerable amount of new information. Given such information, we envision that class reclassification is one possible breakthrough that will improve the quality, integrity, and applicability of clinical and public health research via data mining or machine learning techniques. The regional classifier uses new tools (e.g., graph theory) as a basis for the automatic partitioning of populations into successively smaller groups that are at increased risk of disease.
This study has several limitations. We only created maps based on article titles; future research may consider other parts of publications, such as the structured abstract (e.g., objectives, methods, results), which might offer more detailed information for a review. In addition, we might consider not only the first appearance of theme words, but also the year in which they appeared most frequently.
The quantity and complexity of questionnaire data constantly increases. It seems likely that data mining and machine learning techniques will have major implications in the future development of survey methodology. Key steps in the future of questionnaire-based medical research include: (1) studying the disease or pathology and being innovative in data selection, approach, and populations of interest (i.e., class reclassification) to identify data most likely to help solve a clinical puzzle; (2) automating hypothesis generation and evaluation processes to reveal relationships between agents, vectors, modes of transmission, incubation periods, and host susceptibility (e.g., genomics) [65] ; and (3) utilizing machine intelligence algorithms to evaluate and monitor epidemics to determine optimal approaches to prevention and disease management.
V. CONCLUSION
We conducted a data-driven exploratory literature review and identified efficiencies by augmenting that process with the regional classifier. For example, we identified two phases of technology development in questionnaire-based research, focusing on the shift from information technology methods to data technology methods. The regional classifier has the potential to help users acquire knowledge efficiently through an efficient filtering and visualization of relevant research ideas.
APPENDIX
See Table 1 with an innovative data-mining method built upon her doctoral work and applicable to various fields (e.g., finance, economics, insurance, bioinformatics, and sociology). She then endeavored to better match data products with their marketing capabilities by tackling business innovation. Inspired by business, she implemented a theoretical innovation for Data Science and proposed the (now-mainstream) definition of the data industry in 2013, stating that the data industry aims to bridge the gap between data science and economics. Her current focus is on applying innovation in healthcare, and she believes precision medicine is an application of the data industry.
YANGYONG ZHU is a notable data scientist from China, who pioneered the concept of ''dataology''. Zhu is a professor of computer science in data mining at Fudan University and serves as the chairman of the academic committee for Fudan's School of Computer Science. Zhu is also a founding director of the Shanghai Key Laboratory of Data Science and the co-founder of Fudan's Institute for Data Industry. So far, the laboratory is the only provincial key laboratory in China. Zhu's work begins in the application of data mining to various fields (e.g., finance, economics, insurance, bioinformatics, sociology) from 1996, and since 2004 has focused on data science, particularly at the theoretical level. After activities and publications, Zhu is recognized as one of the vital global advocates in data science. MEIHAN WAN is a postgraduate majoring in computer science at Fudan University. Her research area is data mining, representation learning and clinical applications using machine learning.
LI ZHOU is an Associate Professor at Harvard Medical School and a Lead Investigator at Brigham and Women's Hospital (BWH). Her research interests are in the areas of data science, natural language processing (NLP), medication safety, and clinical decision support. She has served as PI and co-investigator on numerous collaborative, multiple-site research grants. She directs the MTERMS lab at BWH. Her team has designed and implemented a generic and highly configurable NLP system known as MTERMS, which has been effectively applied to various clinical domains and documents. DAVID W. BATES is an American-born physician, biomedical informatician, and professor, who is internationally renowned for his work regarding the use of health information technology to improve the safety and quality of healthcare, in particular by using Clinical Decision Support. Dr. Bates has done especially important work in the area of medication safety. He began by describing the epidemiology of harm caused by medications, first in hospitalized patients and then in other settings such as the home and nursing homes. Subsequently, he demonstrated that by implementing computerized physician order entry (CPOE), medication safety could be dramatically improved in hospitals. This work led the Leapfrog Group to call CPOE one of the four changes that would most improve the safety of U.S. healthcare. It also helped hospitals to justify investing in electronic health records and in particular, CPOE. VOLUME 7, 2019 
